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Officers’ reports
Chair’s report - Richard May
What a year it has been! It seems a lifetime ago when we were all sat down together
at last year’s AGM, unaware of what lay ahead. The pandemic has caused severe
challenges to all walks of life, and Ramblers has been no exception.
I am proud of the national organisation, Norfolk area, and the groups in Norfolk who
have all responded so well to the challenges caused by Covid 19, to move quickly to
respond to the rapidly changing circumstances and to make the best of each
situation.
Many of us had hoped that by now things would look a lot more like normal, and we
would be having a face to face AGM, clearly that is not the case.
During the lockdown periods, many new people have discovered solo walking as an
enjoyable form of exercise, so there is a significant opportunity as we come out of
the restrictions to show these new walking fans that group walking is even more
enjoyable. I would encourage every group to publicise their group walks as widely
as possible, once we are no longer limited in numbers, and see if we can attract
some of these new walkers into our groups.
Looking at the national membership figures, the initial lockdown caused a significant
drop in members, going below 100,000, however at the time of writing there have
been six months of growth, getting close to going back up over 100,000.
The Area Council meetings have, like all meetings, taken place over Zoom. I would
like to thank all of the council members for their willingness to embrace this new
technology. It has not been without its challenges, but broadly speaking our online
council meetings have gone very well. That said, I am eager to get back to face to
face meetings as soon as it is safe to do so.
I would especially like to thank each and every group walk leader who has struggled
to understand the changes in arrangements for numbers on the walk and risk
assessments, and still managed to run a walk programme, when allowed, sometimes
with the walk being cancelled at the last minute by the ever changing rules. This has
been a very difficult time, but I am so pleased that we have managed to run so many
group walks, despite all of this.
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Finally, I would like to thank everyone who has shown perseverance when they have
been asking for decisions from myself of central office, and the decisions have been
slow to come.
We are all looking forward to better times ahead, where we can welcome new fans of
walking onto our group walks, and all enjoy being out together on foot. I hope this
time is not too far away.
Treasurer’s report - Peter James
The income for the year was from Central Office and articles in the EDP Magazine.
The magazine income was higher this year because of changing bank accounts.
Total Income £15,075,00
The main expenditure for the year was Area News. We also purchased extra
stamps before the price increase; we have used one set this year and have enough
for the next newsletter.
The Practical work expenditure was well down this year because of the restrictions.
The main expenditure here was the storage container (£1,200 for the year).
Total expenditure £13,307,22
There was no movement on the restricted funds this year because of the restrictions.
In 2019, we had a main income of £15,095.25, restricted income of £2,955.00.
The Balance Sheet and Income and Expenditure Account are attached in Appendix A.
Secretary’s report - Ken Hawkins
Vic Cocker and I have continued to participate actively in the Norfolk Local Access
Forum (LAF). I have become Vice Chair, as well as continuing to Chair the Public
Rights of Way subgroup, while Vic Chairs the Vision and Ideas Subgroup. The
former group has continued to involve non LAF members (including Ian Mitchell for
The Ramblers and Neil Cliff representing U3A) and so provides a forum for contact
between The Ramblers and Norfolk County Council. The latter group, driven by Vic,
has worked on ways to build the case for recognising the contribution made by the
PRoW network to the well being of residents of and visitors to Norfolk, as well as
generating a very substantial financial input to the County. This is slow work, but is
nonetheless moving forward.
Last year, I reported that “the report for the Hunstanton to Sutton Bridge stretch [of
the England Coast Path] should be published very soon”. Well, it was finally
published late last year, and comments have only very recently been submitted. The
other item on the ECP remains unchanged - the resolution of the Weybourne to
Hunstanton stretch, currently with the Secretary of State, is still awaited.
I have continued to prepare agendas and minutes for the Area Council meetings,
and to process incoming emails and phone calls.
Membership Secretary’s report - Barbara Cattermole
It goes without saying that this has not been an easy year in which to promote
Rambler membership. After March when all group walks were cancelled and when
take up was limited after the first lockdown, many groups only offered a limited
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programme for the remainder of the year. However, considering these restraints,
membership in Norfolk has remained fairly consistent compared with previous years
and nationally. The overall retention rate has averaged at around 87% and 221 new
members have joined since January 2020.
I have continued to send out welcome letters to anyone who did not wish to be
affiliated to any one group, but it has been noted that a number of these have since
asked to join a group local to them once small group walks were re convened in
summer. These group walks were generally only available to group members, so for
example although Group NR96 numbers have declined over the year, several are
movers rather than leavers.
Membership in 2020 as at the end of each month shown
Group

March

June

September

December

NR01 Kings Lynn

273

265

266

264

NR02 Norwich

398

384

381

381

NR03 Sheringham

155

151

155

150

NR04 Southern
Norfolk
NR06 Great Yarmouth

163

159

157

159

82

79

84

87

NR07 Wensum

186

181

188

202

NR08 Mid Norfolk

129

126

124

135

NR09 Fakenham

90

89

87

84

NR30 Breckland Brisk
Walkers
NR50 Hike Norfolk

149

133

122

116

90

86

83

88

NR96 No Group

103

97

84

75

AREA TOTAL

1818

1750

1731

1741

UK NATIONAL
TOTAL

100,998

97,314

98,717

99,408

Footpath Co-ordinator’s report - Ian Mitchell
The sub-committee which is chaired by Simon Walpole would normally meet 3 times
a year but due to Covid-19 only met in November 2019 and February 2020. The
following have attended the meetings or responded to the emails circulated: Alan
Bowell, Neil Cliff, Mark Elvin, Ken Hawkins, Peter James, Keith Thomas, Julian
White, Ellie Arnold.
It is open to anyone on the sub-committee to take a particular interest in some
aspect of our work or assume a particular responsibility. We are grateful for Mark
Elvin and Ellie Arnold looking out for planning applications that might affect paths in
King’s Lynn and West Norfolk, Ken Hawkins looking after the same in Breckland,
Simon Walpole looking at applications in South Norfolk, and Neil Cliff in North
Norfolk.
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Commenting at the planning stage can often warn developers that existing rights of
way have to be taken into account, although the County Council seems to be hotter
on this nowadays. Path diversions for development reasons are usually dealt with
by the District Councils under which the planning applications were approved. A
couple of long running such diversions were resolved this year. In the first shutdown
the County Council stopped making orders because their officers could not get out to
post notices and the public were not necessarily able to check what they meant.
Ken Hawkins is a member of the Norfolk Local Access Forum and reports on its
discussions, as well as the LAF Public Rights of Way Working Group which he chairs
(and of which I am a member).
Vic Cocker who is also a member of the LAF has also, because of his proximity,
taken on liaising with the witnesses for a path claim in Cley for which the latest news
is that there will be a virtual public Inquiry in May.
Alan Bowell continues to take an interest in railway crossings and new roads.
Network Rail have recently started a move to close a footpath in Brundall.
We have recently had a small number of consultations for diversions of footpaths in
gardens or close to houses.
We maintain regular contact with Natural England in their development of the Coast
Path and Norfolk Trails who deal with the signage and add on circular walks. The
closing date for representations on the Hunstanton to Sutton Bridge stretch will be
before that of our AGM, and Ken Hawkins will have made comments for the Area.
There have been a steadily growing list of applications with the County Council for
Definitive Map modification orders, that is claims for public rights of way or upgrades
to their status. The Footpath Co-ordinator has in the past year made applications for
a restricted byway in Newton by Castle Acre and a bridleway in Blofield. As these
were mainly supported by user evidence, they would not have been affected by the
2026 cut-off. Barbara Cattermole has also applied for a short gap in New
Buckenham to be added to the Definitive Map.
In 2020 the Ramblers in England invited the public to find unregistered paths using
old maps and comparing them with modern maps. This was very rapidly completed
during the early shutdown. Since then, the mapping of the paths was refined and
shortly before Christmas the results were made available to volunteers on Assemble.
Now there are a number of people coming forward wanting to research paths they
have seen on a map. However the restricted opening of Record Offices has affected
the ability of researchers to access useful documents for potential claims.
A table of changes to rights of way that came into effect since September 2019 is
included as Appendix B.
Working Parties report - Peter James
Due to the restrictions, there had been very little work done this year.
Boardwalk at West Acre is to be done; we have not been able to have a meeting with
Norfolk Trails.
We were just about to try starting work at the beginning of November when the
shutdown was re-imposed.
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Work to be done







More work on Boardwalk at Blickling
Bridge at Flordon
Bridge at Wreningham
Steps on the A47 at Dereham
Steps at Forncett
Bridge at West Acre

Hopefully, we can start again in the spring.
Social Media report - Marita Bulto
Currently the Norfolk Ramblers are using Meetup, WhatsApp and Facebook as
social media platforms to interact with the general public as well as members. We
also have Twitter and Instagram accounts, but we have not posted anything since
2016 and 2019 respectively. The use of these two sites may need some
consideration, to attract a wider range of public. Since the pandemic started, all sites
have been relatively quiet.
As discussed previously, the most successful and better used as been Meetup but,
unfortunately, only Hike Norfolk, Norwich & Legstretchers have been using it
consistently, with most walks from Southern Norfolk being posted (by myself).
Meetup provides a good platform for direct communication with the general public
and Ramblers’ members when walks or events are offered, as it is visible to
everyone who has a Meetup account and signs up to these groups, therefore it is a
very good way of recruiting new members. Meetup is not useful if the intention is to
deliver information or news that is not attached to a walk or an event. During the
Covid-19 pandemic only Hike Norfolk has posted their walks on Meetup due to the
difficulties of managing the restricted numbers on our walks. I would like to
encourage more groups to use Meetup when we are up and running again but, if this
was the case, we may need more accounts if we had several walks all happening in
the same week under the Norfolk Area Ramblers Meetup group (Hike Norfolk have
their own Meetup group). Please contact me if you would like any help in setting it
up for your Ramblers group.
The Norfolk Area Ramblers WhatsApp group has recently been introduced. This is
run by Richard May and Julian White. There are 35 participants currently in this
group. I cannot comment on its use. In any case, there has not been much
opportunity to test it out.
With regard to the use of the Norfolk Area Facebook Page, most of the posts since
the first lockdown in March have been related to the government’s and Ramblers’
Covid-19 guidance that has affected our walking and volunteering, with very little
interaction from the public on each occasion, which is disappointing. The public has
interacted by using the private messaging system on Facebook (called Messenger).
This platform is used mainly for general queries, information sharing etc
However, we had a very good response when my last post on Facebook was
boosted by advertising it, just before Christmas. The post advertised the recent
publication of the four walk books, with photos of the front page and list of walks on
each of them. By boosting the post, it reached over 2500 people, with 16 post
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shares and many positive comments, showing people’s interest in buying the books.
I look forward to knowing how many books we have sold so far!
I would also like to mention that, in my role in the Norwich group as Social Media
Officer, we have run a Facebook closed group (closed to the public but, after the
group was piloted for use only by the Norwich group, it is now open to all Ramblers).
We have had many requests to join this group from Ramblers’ members, but the
most interesting have been the requests made by non-Ramblers, as this has
provided an opportunity to have conversations with them about the Ramblers as an
organization. I have provided each one of them with links to join the Ramblers as
well as links to everything the Norfolk Area offers, and discussed their walking
“needs”, more often than not recommending other Ramblers’ groups rather than our
own, as they seemed more suitable. I am saying this because the public doesn’t just
want to follow a Facebook page so that they can get notifications when something is
posted: they want to be part of it, they want to JOIN IN. This may encourage other
groups to do the same.
Walks Features Editor’s report - Sue Walker
I would like to take this opportunity to thank everybody who has helped with the
walks for the papers in this quite difficult year - especially Tony Smith for his help
with editing the walks and Diana Smith for walking them with me, and her photos.
Also the people from the Wensum group who have all helped with providing walks
and suggestions, especially Richard and Sally Parker and Malcolm Palmer. Ian
Mitchell has helped with footpaths and problems with walks and also supplied some
walks.
We have managed to produce a walk each week despite the lock downs this year.
The ones I have done recently and are still to be published are all from near where I
live. We asked the EDP and EN to add a paragraph about not doing walks in
lockdown unless you live in the area and to keep them for future use if not. I still
think the published walks are of value for getting the public out on the footpaths and
sometimes even joining The Ramblers.
Area News Editor’s report - Richard May
The process for producing, printing and distributing the Area News is normally a
well-oiled machine that operates every 4 months on exactly the same procedures ….
until this year!
The frustration of sending out a programme just before lockdown, all of which had to
be scrapped, made us nervous as to what to send out for the August to November
edition. In the end, I was proud of the resulting edition (the first with a pink cover)
which at least contained some content to keep our members informed.
At the time of sending that one, I was sure that the December to March edition would
be back to the normal walks programme, but of course that was not to be either.
The second edition with a pink cover went out at roughly the normal time and it was
great to see some walks programmes in that edition, even though many of these had
subsequently to be cancelled.
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I am fairly certain that the next edition for April to July will be a pink edition again,
although hopefully with some walk programmes in. I am really hoping that the
edition after that (August to November) will be back to our normal publication packed
with walk listings.
This time especially, I would like to thank the group walk co-ordinators who have
worked in flexible ways to get different content to me in time. I would also like to
thank Malcolm Palmer for obtaining the labels for us, even when getting hold of
Central Office has been a challenge. Finally, I would like to give special thanks to
Peter James, for the key role that he has taken in getting the boxes of Area News to
the groups, whilst we haven’t been meeting in Honingham.
Shows - Peter James
All shows were cancelled last year.
It looks like Sandringham flower show could be cancelled this year.
We will have to wait and see what goes ahead.
Publications - Peter James
With help from Volunteers from King’s Lynn Group and Norwich Group we managed
to get 4 new books completed and printed at the end of November. They are going
well - we have sold 70 sets of the 4 books plus odds and ends just before the
lockdown (Norwich Tourist Information took all 4).

Looking at further books for the future.
Once restrictions are lifted King’s Lynn will be getting them into outlets along the
North Norfolk Coast.
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Group reports
Breckland Brisk Walkers - Keith & Linda Thomas
When Covid restrictions have allowed, the Thetford and Attleborough Groups have
offered walks for up to 15 walkers on Mondays, Tuesdays and Fridays.
The other four Breckland Brisk Walker Groups decided not to restart the walks due
to most Walk Leaders being in the vulnerable group and not wishing to take the risk.
However, members have been taking impromptu walks in groups of no more than six
when the Covid restrictions have allowed.
Fakenham - Richard Potts
An extensive programme of events, including weekday and weekend walks, a
residential walking trip to Derbyshire, together with various social events arranged to
commemorate Fakenham’s 25th Anniversary Year, was severely impacted by the
pandemic. While the group was, thanks to the dedication of its volunteer leaders,
able to successfully run a restricted walking programme, most of the social events which we consider to be vital constituents of the Rambling experience - fell victim to
the lockdown. Despite the restrictions, the group remains in good heart and
maintains contact with members through its highly successful WhatsApp pages. At
the time of writing, membership stands at 91 and we have been delighted to
welcome 12 new members since the beginning of 2020.
At a virtual AGM conducted via Zoom in November, the group acknowledged the
sterling work of our outgoing Secretary, Vic Cocker. We are delighted that Vic has
agreed to assume the role of Chairman for the forthcoming year. Barbara Rumley,
who has given exemplary service as Chairman, has become our Membership
Secretary, while Richard Potts has taken over the role of Group Secretary. We are
grateful to the other committee members for their hard work and dedication over the
past year and for agreeing to continue in post for 2020/21. The group has no further
training needs beyond those identified in the previous report.
In concert with Norfolk Area Ramblers and a number of other interested partners, the
Fakenham group is currently exploring ways to restore public footpaths in the town,
that have been rendered impassable by river inundation.
Great Yarmouth - Ros Ambrose
Great Yarmouth group took the decision to cease organised walks very early on in
the pandemic. Thanks to the determined efforts of Jackie, our walks co-ordinator,
we did manage to put together a programme of sorts later in the yea r- several times
- only to have it thwarted by national events. We were able to complete two or three
group walks in the autumn, carefully controlled but much appreciated by those who
were able to attend. Like everyone else, we are now awaiting further guidance on
when walks might safely resume, but in the meantime, continue to walk individually
when possible. Our thanks go especially to those walk leaders who volunteered a
walk, even though these ultimately came to nothing.
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Hike Norfolk - Łukasz Banka
No news to report on the Hike Norfolk front. Even though end of the last year saw
revival in our activities and new motivation among our volunteers, with another
lockdown we have again suspended all activities and eagerly await less restrictions.
We have retreated to the internet where we share pictures from our walks, routes
and stay in touch with our members supporting each other as much as we can.
King’s Lynn - Gerald Pepper
Like most clubs this has been a difficult year for King’s Lynn.
We got off to a very good start with 68 led walks listed in the December 2019 March 2020 Programme and 76 listed for April to July. Little did we know how the
year was to turn out. Since “lockdown” was imposed on 23 March we have had few
led walks (a) because of Government restrictions and (b) when led walks were
permissible, leaders, understandably, were cautious about putting walks forward.
However, I am pleased to report that our members, again when permitted, have
joined forces to walk in small groups to maintain contact with friends and walk in the
Norfolk countryside.
In February we held our late New Year’s lunch and our thanks go to Mike & Sue
Berman for organising this event once again. We have not been able to hold any
further social events this year.
With help from Peter James, Ray Longman and Chris Oakley have spent many
hours putting together three new Walk Books for North Norfolk.
We now have 273 members of which 26 have joined in this last calendar year.
We held our 47th AGM ‘online’ using Zoom. 26 members joined the meeting via 22
screens and 24 members had voted by post. There were a number of changes to
the committee at the AGM as follows.
Paul Offord resigned as Vice Chairman - position now vacant. Pam Andrew
resigned as Secretary and Membership Secretary and we are grateful to Sue
McDonald and Caroline Bartram respectively for taking on these roles. Mike & Sue
Berman having been committee members for many years and more recently
Programme Secretary’s and Sunday Walks Coordinators as well as many other club
activities have resigned and are looking forward to a well-earned rest. Thanks to
Mark Harding for taking on the Programme Secretary’s role. James Fisher, past
Chairman and long standing committee member also resigned this year.
I am grateful to all Committee members past and present for the support they give
the group.
Legstretchers
No report available
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Mid Norfolk - Jenny Atterwell
Once again we find ourselves in the grip of another national lockdown due to the
horrific numbers of cases and deaths from Covid. Following the November
restrictions we had managed to restart the walks programme again on 6 December,
our final walk being on Wednesday 23 December. Obviously it is desperately sad for
all our walking group but this pales into insignificance when we think of the suffering
of many people, the pressures on NHS staff and the long term damage that will be
caused by this pandemic. We were fortunate enough to be joined yet again by
walkers from other Norfolk groups and even some new members and those showing
an interest in joining Ramblers. Once again much thanks to walk leaders for their
continued support to the group.
We also managed a Zoom committee meeting on Sunday 25 October, supported by
Richard May, a painless process, which allowed us to say farewell to Sue Day and
Brian Burlingham as walks coordinator and Chair, many thanks were expressed for
all their hard work over the last 7 years. Sheila Bulmer and Sheila Burns were voted
into these positions respectively. Maureen Dickinson also joined us on the
committee.
We hope to put together an April programme, just in case walks start again.
It is sincerely hoped that all Rambler members keep themselves safe and manage to
get out for some exercise and fresh air regularly, keeping local as much as possible.
Norwich - Peter James
Norwich group were running a good programme of walks till the restrictions were put
in place - we had to cancel our usual trip to the Lake District and our trip to Barnard
Castle, which has been moved to 2021. We did manage a long weekend in
Derbyshire between lockdowns.
Our walks programme has been very limited since the first lockdown with many walk
leaders not able to lead walks due to health reasons. I think most groups are in a
similar situation.
Our membership has held up well from 405 in 2019; at present we are at 394.
Let’s all hope for better later in the year.
Sheringham - Mike Holmes
As with all Rambling Groups across the county 2020 has been a hugely difficult 12
months.
The Group managed its last substantial ramble on the eve of the March Lockdown.
Since then, small groups of a maximum of 6 have walked most alternate
Wednesdays if only to keep the weight down and energy levels up whilst
incarcerated. It is the Group’s intention, if Covid 19 permits, to recommence normal
Wednesday fortnightly walks targeting 5-6 miles as a general rule with effect from
the April 2021 walks booklet. Our biggest concern is the lack of walk leaders,
currently 4. Efforts will continue to find new recruits. We currently have no Sunday
“longer” walk leaders. To try and rectify this shortfall the Committee is looking at a
new concept of shorter Sunday morning walks, initially once a month. We are fairly
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confident that this could sustain the interest of the 30 or so once regular walkers and
also encourage a younger “working” element of newcomers.
Numbers continue to decline a little, a problem again related to the age brackets of
North Norfolk retirees. For several years the Group has had good support from the
local glossy area magazines and our Walks programmes regularly submitted get
good coverage which does have positive outcomes at a modest level - in previous
years possibly 10 to 12 new Ramblers.
The Group’s once vibrant social event schedules have, of course, been put “on hold”
for the past 10 months but at the earliest opportunity well supported events such as
those reported in last year’s Annual Review will be back in focus.
Lastly but most importantly the Group had to cope with the hugely sad loss of life of
our Chairman, the inspirational Norman Dovey, in a cycling accident whilst on
holiday in the Autumn breathing space from the Covid virus. Norman has been and
will continue to be sadly missed but the new Chairman will go a long way towards
filling the figurehead space on our Committee with new energies and visions. Other
Committee changes will serve to stimulate renewed interest in Rambling in North
Norfolk once the shackles of the Pandemic have been released. The Group
continues to exude positivity.
Southern Norfolk - Margaret Wilde
The Group began the year with a short spell of normal activity curtailed by the
National Covid 19 lock down in March.
There have been some walks intermittently since, when Tier restrictions have
allowed. Participants are generally limited to a maximum of 15.
The Group held its AGM in November by Zoom, with all existing officers reappointed.
The main issue continues to be the lack of any new volunteers to lead walks or join
the Committee.
There has been an upsurge in local people enjoying footpaths for health and
recreation, but restrictions mean this has not yet transferred into organised group
walking activity.
If this happens, it could be very beneficial to Southern Norfolk Ramblers Group's
future.
Wensum - Tony Smith
The Wensum Group walking programme during 2020 has been disrupted by the
Covid-19 pandemic. However, when able to offer walks, the group has continued to
attract large numbers of ramblers to its weekly walks on Thursday mornings. There
was an average of 52 attending the walks each week up to the lockdown in
mid-March 2020 and an average of 45 during the period from mid-August to the end
of October 2020 and in early December. The walks have been within a radius of
approximately 20 miles from the centre of Norwich. Two walks are offered each
Thursday. The main walk is typically 6 miles long, and a shorter walk of around 3
miles long at a more leisurely pace is also offered. Since September, in order to
abide by the restrictions, the two walks have been starting from separate but
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adjacent locations. The group continued to offer afternoon walks on the third
Sunday of each month up to mid-March with an average of 11 ramblers per walk, but
only one further Sunday walk has taken place, in October, since then and this was
attended by 20 members. Sadly, the group had to cancel its monthly full day coach
rambles in 2020.
Wensum Group members also devise and write up walks for submission to the
Eastern Daily Press each week. The walks are co-ordinated by Sue Walker and
appear in the Saturday edition of the newspaper.
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Appendix A
Balance Sheet and Income and Expenditure Account
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Appendix B
Changes to Norfolk Rights of Way during 2019-2021
Parish

Path

Ends Grid
References

Change

Means

Date of
confirmation

Mattishall - within a
housing estate

FP21

TG 0488 1100 TG 0472 1099

Diversion

T&CPA90s257

Oct 2019

Seething

FP12

TM 3185 9716 –
TM 3203 9696

Diversion

T&CPA90s257

Oct 2019

King’s Lynn

RB30

TF 6228 1868 –
TF 6234 1812

Stopping
up &
Diversion

T&CPA90s257

June 2020

Gimingham

Brake Hill
Lane (an
unsurfaced
County road)

TG 2709 3791 –
TG 2779 3768

Status BY

W&CA81s53

July 2020

Horsford

FP8

TG 1942 1575 –
TG 1961 1569

Diversion

T&CPA90s257

July 2020

Aylsham

RB8
and
FP9

TG 1832 2740 –
TG 1826 2732 &
TG 1819 2743 –
TG 1828 2741

Diversion

HA80 s119

Sept 2020

Cantley

FP18

TG 3897 0248 TG 3878 0213 &
TG 3994 0181 –
TG 4002 0141

Extinguis
hment
where
path set
back

HA80 s118

Sept 2020

Stokesby with Herringby

FP6

TG 4529 0996 –
TG 4583 0993

Extinguis
hment
where
path set
back

HA80 s118

Sept 2020

Mautby

FP12

TG 4825 0984 –
TG 4859 0977 &
TG 4913 0976 –
TG 4947 0966

Extinguis
hment
where
path set
back

HA80 s118

Sept 2020

Abbreviations: BR=Bridleway FP=Footpath RB=Restricted Byway BY=Byway Open to All
Traffic

HA80s25 = Highways Act 1980 section 25 Agreement (between NCC & landowner)
HA80s26 = Highways Act 1980 section 26 creation order
HA80s118 = Highways Act 1980 section 118 extinguishment order
HA80s119 = Highways Act 1980 section 119 diversion order
W&CA81s53 = Wildlife & Countryside Act section 53 Definitive Map Modification Order
T&CPA90s257 = Town & Country Planning Act 1990 section 257 (and s261= section 261)
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